How can SAP® solutions enable you to change the game?

SAP solutions help oil and gas companies gain a holistic view of assets and performance by integrating production, maintenance, engineering, and planning. This integration helps improve and speed up operational decision making, increase deferment understanding, and reduce production loss. Moreover, it maximizes asset utilization and enhances production planning.

What do SAP solutions help customers do?

**Automated data collection and validation**
Automatically collect and integrate field data into business systems in real time, turning raw data into useful information.

**Mobile data collection and validation**
Connect and interface with data in real time at any location. Collect and view data, and receive alerts and work orders.

**Production forecasting and scenario planning**
Develop and analyze anticipated results of different production planning scenarios.

**Production allocation**
Determine actual production through integrated production allocation.

**Deferment management**
Gain increased insight into production loss through the capture and analysis of production deferment events.

**Performance analysis**
Provide instant, self-service access to decision-ready business intelligence.

What are the benefits?

SAP solutions help companies automate and standardize production measurement to gain:
- Greater ability for operations managers to make timely decisions
- More-informed decisions though greater insight into planned and actual production

Why SAP?

Tightly integrated solutions from SAP support end-to-end production management processes, using breakthrough innovations with Big Data, the cloud, and mobile solutions. With SAP solutions, oil and gas companies can reduce time to value in large-scale implementations.

Key facts

- **-22%** Audit costs
  Where organizations use automated instead of manual controls*

- **+17%** Asset return
  When management is integrated with other department areas*

Customers

- [Devon Energy Corporation](#)

Learn more

- [Visit us online](#)
- [Benchmark your performance](#)
- [SAP Solution Explorer](#)

*SAP Performance Benchmarking